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Abstract—Gesture language is a communication language that involves hand gestures, body language and facial 

expression, used basically by the people who have hearing impairment. They communicate among themselves in 

sense of letters, words and sentences of interactive language to gestures. The most expressive way to communicate 

among themselves is Sign Language. Here, proposed system will recognize the hand gestures and translates into 

textual words. The methodology consists of two phases, namely Model Creation phase a Recognition phase. Here, 

Convolution Neural Network(CNN) is used for building the model and Hidden Markov Model( HM M ) . 

Index terms —Sign language, hearing impairment, hand gestures, CNN, HMM. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Gestures play a vital role in daily life of differently-abled people and it helps to convey information and express 

people feelings. Hand gesture tracking and identification is an vital area of research in human computer inter- 

action .Hearing impaired people becomes isolated as normal people fail to interact with them due to their 

ignorance of sign language. This will create bad impact on their social and working life. A translator is badly 

needed when a person wants to interact with hearing impaired person, but there is a short fall of such experienced 

and educated interpreter. Hence, there is a need of automated system that can interpret the sign language and 

help differently-abled in interacting with normal people. Gestures may be categorized as dynamic and static[1]. A 

dynamic gesture tends to change over a period of time and static gesture tends to sustain almost unchanged over 

time. Here, the proposed system focuses on recognizing the static gestures. The main  problem is how to make a 

machine able to track the hand movements. Hand gestures differentiates in position of fingers and hand 

movements. So, we need to focus on non- linearity as it is one of the qualities of hand gestures. The metadata 

of hand movement images are used to identify  the gestures. A CNN runs by getting features from images. This 

overcomes  the need for manual way accessing feature. The features are not trained features. They are trained 

during the network trains on a group of images. This made deep learning models extremely accurate for computer 

vision tasks. Hence we have used CNN in proposed system. Along with CNN, HMM also been employed in our 

proposed system. HMM is used to predict hidden state. It allows us to detects a sequence of  hidden variables 

from a set of observed variables. 
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1.1 RELATED WORK 

Many research works have been done on hand gesture identification. 

Glove based system [2, 9] have been developed for recognizing sign languages. In this system the user has to wear 

a device which carries a load  so it establishes connection with the device to a computer. Such devices are costlier 

and decreases the naturality of the gesture language communication. System has been developed using multi-class 

Support Vector Machine (MSVM) [8, 12] for training and recognizing signs of ISL. It works  on three phases, 

namely a training , a testing and a recognition. Combined parameters of Hu invariant moment and structural shape 

descriptors are used to make a new feature vector to identify hand movement. 

A gesture recognition system using ANN  based on shape fitting technique has been developed [4,16]. In this 

system, a segmentation technique on  color space was used after filtering to detect hand. Then the movement of the 

hand was approached by the hand analysis. The movements of hands and finger inclination features were extracted 

and moved to an ANN. System developed using Kinect [3,4], here recognition of isolated Polish Sign Language 

words detected by Kinect. A whole word model approach with KNN classifier applying  DTW technique is 

differentiated  against the methodology using models  of subunits.. 

Hand movements detection by using an ANN has built [5,17]. In this system, images were portioned  based on skin 

colors. The identified features for ANN were change in pixel through cross sections, boundary and the scalar 

description. After getting those feature vectors, they were inputted  to the ANN for learning. An approach  based 

on haar-like features  was proposed [6]. In this system, AdaBoost algorithm was used to learn the model. The 

complete  process was divided into two stages. 

However, there are few drawbacks in manual feature extraction. The extraction process is complex and not all the 

possible feature are extracted. The extraction might become human-biased. Further, automated feature 

engineering systems emerged which are simple and not human biased . Also, almost each and every feature can be 

captured using automat system. Features from structured data can be extracted using  CNN. So, change-over to 

automated feature engineered  was made. 

2. Approached  technique  

 The design of system is divided into two phase. One is Model Creation Phase and second is Recognition 
Phase. These two phases are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. The approach is the hybrid effect   of data 

collection, pre-processing, configuring the CNN , developing the model and recognizing the hand gesture and 

Predicting the meaning of sequence of inputs using Hybrid CNN-HMM . 
 

Fig. 1. Model Creation Phase. 
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3. DATASET AND TRAINING 

Its a self created dataset for Indian sign language. It consists of 1575 training images and 175 testing images that 

belonging to 9 classes. Each class represents a static gestures to recognize. Here, collected images are needed to 

train and validate the model. The gestures were collected from different individuals. The input images has single 

hand, gesture were shown with right hand or left hand, the palm facing the camera. The recognition process will be 

easier if there is less complexity in image background and images were of high resolution with high contrast on the 

hand. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Recognition Phase 
 

 

4. PRE-PROCESSING 

Dataset undergoes pre-processing to minimize the computational complexity and to achieve increased 

performance rate. At first, background of the images were deleted by the technique of background subtraction built 

in [8,9]. The subtraction of background is based on the technique K-Gaussian distribution. After background 

subtraction, all that remains is the images of hand. Then the images were transformed to grayscale. Since grayscale 

images contain only one color channel, it will be easier for CNN to learn [10]. Then it undergoes morphological 

erosion[12]. Noise has reduced using filtering process. While processing the signal, its often needed to reduce 

noise [11]. The images were then resized to 256x256 and then fed to CNN. 

 

5. CNN CONFIGURATION 

The CNN is adopted in this research work to recognize the hand gesture. It consists of four convolution layers, 

four max pooling layers, two fully connected layers and a output layer. There is a dropout performance in the 

network to prevent over- fitting [7,15]. 

ReLU was used to introduce non-linearity [14]. The stride is set to default. The input shape is 256x256x3 which 

means that colour image of size 256x256 should be provided to this network.   ReLU performs  activation function 

in this layer. First dropout layer added at the end of this layer which excludes 50 percent of the neurons to prevent 

overfitting. The output layer has 9 nodes corresponding to each classes of the hand gestures. This layer uses 

Sigmoid function [13] as activation function which results a likelihood value for each of the classes. 

 

6. HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 

Hidden Markov Model are the most common models used for dealing with temporal data. It produces threshold 

model that yields the likelihood to be used as a threshold and helps in predicting the meaning of sequence of two 
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or more hand gestures. 

 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
The model which was augmented with non-persistent  data got 88.88 percent accuracy. It achieved this accuracy 

for the dataset in 100 epochs 

The same dataset was moved as input to K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) models and multi class Support Vector 

Machine (SVM). These models establishes accuracy of 70.44 percent and 68 percent respectively. Major reasons 

for this is KNN and SVM have adaptability issue with non-linear dataset.  

We have computed the Accuracy for each hand gesture using the standard accuracy formula 

Accuracy = (TruePositive + TrueNegative)/Total  (1) 

And the obtained results are tabulated in Table 1 and the graph is plotted for the same, which is shown in Figure 3. 
Table I 

 
Accuracy  Of  Different  Hand  Gesture  Classes 

 

Class No Hand Gesture Accuracy 

1 Excuse Me 86.7 

2 Good/Nice 90.7 

3 Hi 86.6 

4 I/Me 85.6 

5 I Love You 84.7 

6 Name 94.7 

7 Night 85.9 

8 What 87.8 

9 You/Your 96.8 
 

 

 

Fig. 3. Model Creation Phase. 
 

 

 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have employed an hybrid effect of CNN into a HMM. Here, we explored the challenges in 

recognition of hand gesture. The capabilities of CNN and HMM has achieved an accuracy of 88.88 percent on our 

dataset. In this research work, we have considered only one hand gesture recognition but in future work, 

recognition of gestures made with both the hands can be considered and accuracy can also be improved using 

emerging techniques. 
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